
THE ROUTE TO HUIRICUTA

AND THE CULTURAL SURVIVAL
OF THE HUICHOL NATION

Although they settled 400 kilometers to the
west, from time immemorial, the Huichols have
visited the area next to Real de Catorce, which
they call Huiricuta. The word comes from the
Huichol verb huirima, meaning “to anoint” be -
cause the Huichols believe that different an ces -
tor gods who live there “anoint” them magical-

ly. The word also applies to the ink obtained
from the agrito bush that they use to paint them -
 selves during certain rituals and to the peyote
they anoint themselves with before eating it.1

The region, visited as the culmination of the pil -
grimages along the eastern route, is considered
an immense “natural temple,” which in turn in -
cludes different sanc tuaries. In terms of the Chris -
tian religion, this could be analogous to the case
of a cathedral with different chapels. In this
case, Huiricuta is a ca the  dral that covers more
than 100,000 hectares.

The Huichols have one of the most vigor-
ous surviving native cultures in the Americas.
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Real de Catorce, a town along the Huichol route.
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This has been possible because of their lands’ irre g -
ular topo gra phy, their decentralized political orga-
nization and their ability to adapt to their historic
surroundings, including their active participation in
the history of western Mexico. However, the main
factor in their cultural survival is the collective tena -
city with which they have continued their ances-
tral traditions.

About 18,000 Huichols live in isolated hamlets
spread out over more than 400,000 hectares south of
the Western Sierra Madre, where the states of Ja lis -
co, Nayarit, Zacatecas and Du rango converge. Their
language, Huichol or Hui xá rica, lacks formal writ-
ing and is related to the coastal Sonoran languages
of the Yuto azte can linguistic group. Together with the
Cora, the Tepehuan and the Mexicanero peoples,
the Hui chols are part of the Mesoamerican societies
that belong to the Great Nayar.

Perhaps the most important contribution of the
Huichol culture, highly dependent on the con tinued
existence of their routes and the integrity of their
sanc tuaries, is having preserved an epistemology re -
conciled with nature. The chief aim of the Huichol
ceremonial cycle and of their myths, intrinsic to their
culture, is maintaining positive relations with the an -
cestors and gods who control nature and its processes.

The ancestors and gods live in the natural sacred
sites where, as the Huichols say, they “ex press their

voices.” The sanctuaries may be on islands in rivers,
lagoons, waterfalls, forests, hills, caves or rocks. To
visit them, the Hui chols travel ancestral routes that
crisscross an imm ense cultural area. These routes go
through the mount ains of the north in Tepehuan
lands in the Sie rra Madre itself, to the west toward
the humid lands and the Nayarit coast, toward the
south and Ja lisco’s central-west lakes; and there are
still elders who even remem ber the route to the Valley
of Mexico. However, the route toward the east, Hui -
 ricuta, is of outstanding impor tance in the ritual cycles
because of the frequency with which it is used and
the number of visitors it has.

While they travel these routes, the sham ans take
responsibility for recreating the tribal legacy and
trans mitting it to the youth and children through
songs, stories and sophisticated rituals. This legacy,
in addition to shaman, reli gious or medicinal know -
ledge, includes the diver sified use of eco systems or
the conservation of the genetic variety of useful
species. For this reason, the pilgrimages play a very
specific role, like an “itinerant Me soame rican uni -
versity,” the cen tral axis of a system of knowl edge
based on nature, which gives the Hui xáritari, or Hui -
chols, their identity.

For the last five centuries, the pilgrimage has also
fulfilled the function of contacting and exchang ing
with the mestizo and Eu ro pean cultures, which are

Don Alfonso o Yeucauye, as he is called in Hui -
chol, was a great maracame in the community of
Tuapurie. He transmitted the ancestral heritage
to the young via songs and sophisticated rituals.

The Huiricuta Reserve is in the Huizache region, which boasts the most important concentration of
endemic rare or endangered cacti.
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responsible for having radically transformed the nat-
ural and cultural resources of the Huichol habitat.
This is the only way that the indigenous ritual time,
which seeks a profound identification of people with
natural processes, has managed to survive in utili-
tarian, rapidly changing, plundering surroundings.

HUIRICUTA’S NATURAL AND

CULTURAL RESERVE

Huiricuta is a singularly important landscape in this
world because of its natural and cultural values. The
Chihuahuan Desert, the eco-region Huiri cuta belongs
to, is one of the planet’s three biologically richest
semi-desert areas, covering one-fourth of Mexico.

The Huiricuta natural and cultural reserve, lo -
 cated in the north of the state of San Luis Potosí, is
highly representative of Chi hua huan Desert eco-
systems. Although it only represents 0.28 percent
of the eco-region, it contains about half its species of
flora, almost 80 percent of its birds and about 60
percent of its mammals, with a considerable rate

of endemic species. Two things make it even more
important: a) it is located in the southeastern part of
the eco-region, where there is a high concentration
of rare, endemic or endan gered cacti, and b) the bio-
geographical relations of its mountainous part with
the Eastern Sierra Madre allows it to include unique
habitats and species in the region. 

In addition to the Huichol pilgrimage rout es and
sanctuaries in the reserve and its area of influence,
the area boasts important paleontological and archae -
ological remains, inclu ding evidence of the oldest hu -
man inhabitants in Mexico (about 31,000 years old).

Feverish mining in the eighteenth and nine  teenth
centuries radically transformed the land s cape and
caused the extermination of the Gua chichil tribes
who inhabited the region at the time of the conquest,
but it also left its mark in an important number of
buildings, ha ciendas, stone-paved roads and aque-
ducts. It is in Real de Minas de la Purísima Con cep -
 ción de los Álamos de los Catorce where this urban-
architectural heritage is still the most no ta ble. In
addition, the railroad tracks that cross the Huiri cuta
gave rise to part of what is now our industrial her-
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Cave paintings and other archaeological and paleontological finds are part
of the Huiricuta heritage, which requires great conservation efforts.

The members of the ceremonial centers, or tuquipa, hold their posts for five
years. Their obligations include honoring the ancestors and gods who live in
the immense Huichol cultural territory.
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itage, whose value is fortunately beginning to be
re discovered.

There is another unique factor that makes the
mixture of natural and cultural values particular to
this area even more interesting. The Catholic patron
saint of the region, visited in Real de Ca torce at the
end of large mestizo pil grimages, is Saint Francis of
Assisi, important in the history of Western societies
for having broken with Man’s utilitarian view of
nature.

The Huiricuta reserve is shaped like a polygon
and includes the traditional Huichol route. It is the
first in Mexico —and perhaps the world— that was
created specifically to prot ect both sacred natural
indigenous sites and a cultural itinerary. The main
polygon covers 140,000 hectares in the muni cipa l -
ities of Ca tor ce, Villa de Guadalupe, Charcas, Vi lla
de la Paz and Matehuala. The Huichol route is 140
kilometers long from the main polygon to the state of
Zacatecas, and crosses the munic ipalities of Charcas,
Salinas de Hidalgo and Villa de Ramos.

Mining was the activity that had the most envi-
ronmental impact in the region, although it has dwin -
dled down to almost nothing. Today, entre preneurs
intend to reinitiate the exploi ta tion of the area’s mi n -
eral wealth in open-pit mines, which would be a
considerable threat to ecological conservation and
would particularly affect the nesting sites of the gold-
en eagle. However, the main threat to the reserve is

overgrazing of goats and, to a lesser extent, encroach -
ing agriculture which splits up the natural habitats.

Also, for several decades, the region has seen a
notable increase in Mexican and foreign visitors who
come seeking mystical or psychedelic experiences.
This disorderly tourism, main ly of “new-agers” and
“neo-hippies,” has the addi tional im pact of profan-
ing the Huichol sanctuaries and the pillage of pe -
yote, among other cacti, from the towns.

The reserve, decreed in 1994 on the initiative of
traditional Huichol authorities and a group of citizens,
is under the aegis of the government of San Luis Po -
 to sí. However, the significant actions to gua rantee
its functioning have been promoted by Con ser va ción
Humana, A.C., a non-governmental orga nization.
Much is left to do to ensure that the reserve fulfills its
objectives of protecting the sacred landscape and
its natural and cultural heritage and im proving local
inhabitants’ quality of life. This effort requi res a great
deal of political will, public participation and, above
all, tolerance.

NOTES

1 The agrito bush is endemic to the Chihuahuan Desert region.
Its scientific name is Berberis trifoliate, and it has medicinal pro p -
erties. The Huichols extract a yellow ink from its roots that
they use to anoint themselves during their rituals.


